
EXPER I ENCE

SUITED MAGAZINE 
Deputy Editor  —  9/2016 - present
Managing editorial workflow of independent culture, design, fashion, music and art magazine. 
Pitching ideas and assigning stories that intersect with identity, politics and global impact. 
Editing all profiles and features for story content, flow and grammar with writers and editors.
Consulting on overall layout and final photo selections with design team and editor-in-chief.
Proofreading and giving final sign-offs on every page before print.
Strategizing social media, next issue, brand identity and in-person, experiential pop-up events.

RANGEFINDER MAGAZINE 
Senior Editor  —  1/2019 - present
Adding and expanding on duties as Features Editor at monthly photography magazine:
Researching trends and issue topics that more inclusively and relevantly reflect the photo industry.
Conceptualizing online-only articles that stem from stories in monthly print publication.
Hiring and managing contributors for rangefinderonline.com, expanding online-exclusive content.
Pitched and produced three-day conference event at annual photography expo, held in Las Vegas.

libbypeterson.com

EDUCAT ION

2009 - 2013 
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN
B.A. in Journalism, with 
specializations in Enterprise 
Journalism and Photojournalism.
Second Major in French.
Graduated with honors and received 
Prestige Scholarship.

2004 - 2009 
Edina High School
Edina, MN
Graduated with honors, received AP 
Scholar with Distinction Award.

Editorial Intern  —  6/2013 - 8/2013
Pitched, researched and wrote features and blog posts. 
Proofread and fact-checked all magazine stories.
Resized images, built galleries and wrote captions for rangefinderonline.com.

Copy Editor  —  9/2015 - 9/2016
Wrote profiles on independent thinkers—notably, more distinctive and press-wary personalities. 
Structured editorial deadlines for biannual magazine cycle and checked in with writers on copy.
Proofread and fact-checked all articles at multiple stages before print.

based in New York, NY

952 201 5568

libbyjpeterson@gmail.com

CONTACT

Features Editor  —  8/2015 - 1/2019
Pitching, assigning, writing and editing features, columns and front-of-the-book section.
Researching, selecting and requesting all photos to accompany stories.
Proofreading, fact-checking and giving final review on all magazine editorial. 
Packaging print-to-online and creating newsletters. 
Posting to social media (boosted Instagram from 870 to more than 80,000 followers). 
Conducting portfolio reviews, judging contests and guest-speaking on panels.
Managing annual 30 Rising Stars of Wedding Photography competition.

L I B B Y  P E T E R S O N

Adobe CC
Wordpress/CMS
Proofreading
Organization
Podcasting
Photography
French

SK I L L S

linkedin.com/in/libbypeterson

@libbyjpeterson

SOC I A L

facebook.com/libbyjpetersonAssociate Editor  —  1/2014 - 8/2015
Contributed to editorial angle of magazine’s complete redesign, reconceiving sections.
Researched and wrote about photography news for front-of-the-book section.
Pitched story ideas, wrote occasional features and proofread all articles.
Selected photos and negotiated their usage to accompany stories. 
Created online editorial schedule and posted articles to CMS and social media. 


